Encourage people to become members of Standard Committee

Thanks Shmuel Oren and Marty – for organizing several sessions:

6 Suggestions for WM in NY, coordinate with similar activities in others committees. Panel Sessions

A. ERCOT – ramification of retail reconstructing. Schmuel volunteered. Specific topics, industry. Contact suggestions, solicited (Sam Jones, Sidiggi, Commissioner). Suggestions for sessions to be balanced (engineering and policy). What is objective, attracting lost of people


C. FTR’s/forward (-) incorporated into RTO panels.

Suggestions was made for good investment in (--). Going deeper into economic aspects, experiences with investments in other countries.

Transmission arrangements in EU.

Oct. 5, Oct. 12, panel sessions chairs, complete make of copies and material for the proceedings (3-6 pages).

Chris, co-chair RTO session to bring the WSCC over.

Future topic proposed (Schmuel): Risk manufacture chain, wholesale & distribution; as a resource.

2nd topic: Overlap between this subcommittee and p.s. operators. Disucussions on merging.

3rd topic: Scope of this committees………………

Investment, Market Analysis. Reliability and market. Questions concerning the relation with new WG (M).

New committee on every policy. Policy (………..) (topical) basis for decisions. Focus on technical policy to support decisions in different context. (Schmuel reported).
Art: chairman on TA…. Oikuct … PES &……. Can’t make a white paper. 3 professionals lobbyists.

Closes relationship between academia and industry. Action: Panel sessions, dialogue between industry and academic PEAC coordinations.

Example: IIT works with industry……. Divide based on knowledge.

Tutorial on forward contracts and FTR’s